We all have the right to feel safe all of the
time

Protective
Behaviours

We can talk with someone about
anything, even if it’s small or awful
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safeas feeling
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bullied or threatened; and explores practiall of the time
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someone about
anything
develop an
awareness of personal safety

Telling
tales vs
telling



Network
identify
and express their feelings



Make choices and solve problems

adults

Sign
language

PBs

7 STRATEGIES

Parents/carers:

I think it’s reallydisplay
important that you let parents/carers know in advance about the sessions you’ll be doing and encourage them to

One-step-removed

let you know if they think their child will find it difficult. Let me know

How could we
keep safe even
*Pictures
if… used to illustrate

Network review

Internet is

PUBLIC vs
PRIVATE

Protective
interuption

SOCIAL
DISTANCE
CIRCLES

persistence
Role play

Shared
meaning

Use language of
quality
safety
ownership
Risking on
clarity
purpose

the themes in this booklet are from the website Storybird.
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a public
place

Private space, close
hug, far away hug,
handshake, wave,
stranger space

Clear
boundaries

Theme reinforcement

if you want help to write a note home.

Places/rooms,
clothes,
behaviours,
body parts

thoughts

behaviour

definition by ‘Safety Net’

Protective Behaviours helps children to:

STOP-FEELTHINK-DO

Yes (SAFE)
feelings/ no
(UNSAFE) feelings
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It’s ok to say
NO to an
adult if you
feel unsafe

Safety continuum: safe – unsafe

(fun to feel scared/risk on purpose - choice,
control, time limit)

We all have the
right to feel safe
all of the time
EWS

Yes (SAFE)
STOP-FEELfeelings/ no Overview THINK-DO
(UNSAFE) feelings
Theme 1:

Build
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a choice
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purpose
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One-step-removed
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if…

a public
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Sign
language

Internet is

EVEN IF IT FEELS AWFUL OR SMALL

Session 1:

We can talk with
someone about
anything

adults

thoughts

bodyABOUT
parts ANYTHING,
WE CAN TALK WITH SOMEONE

Uh-oh!

Telling
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telling

clothes,

Themebehaviours,
2:

Network review
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persistence

NO to an
adult if you
Session 12: Personal Emergencies
feel unsafe
Session 11: Secrets

Role play

3

ACTIVITY

Suggested session structure
You might want to give the sessions a similar structure—here’s a
Warm-up/rules/recap previous learning—use circle time rules

2.

Look at key vocab & two themes & learning focus

3.

Main activities

4.

Closing game/activity— e.g. relaxation exercise

–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK



Is it ever ok to say ‘No’ to an adult?
Discuss.



If you didn’t like something what else
could you say?



Practise saying an assertive ‘no’/ I don’t
eye contact and say it strongly or loud-

I’ve put a lot into each ‘activity ideas’ section just so that you

ly. Children to practise in pairs. Mimic
doing it shyly or while giggling to show
how important it is to show that you are
serious about it.



Scenarios—what could you do if…?

can get some ideas — not because every activity needs to be

Create a list of strategies that are ok to
use when we have a personal emer-

completed. It would be best to go quite quickly through the se-

gency.

ries sessions in order, focusing on the key learning and then revisit
rather than spend a long time on each session. Some sessions
are specifically aimed at a particular age phase, but use your

judgement according to the needs of your class.

Key Vocabulary
I haven’t listed key vocabulary as this will really vary depending on
the age group. Please decide on the key words you want to focus
on with the children dependent on their age and ability. It will help

the children to have this displayed. Do also alter the language of
the L.O.s to suit the needs of your class. Keeping a working wall
would help to remind the children about the language and con-

cepts taught between sessions and help them to apply it to new
situations as they arise. Ensure that the two themes are displayed
in your classroom throughout the year.
4



YOUNGER PUPILS/

EYFS

Use resources from the
Brighton pack—YR lesson 3

like that/ I am going to tell/stop Use

Series of teaching sessions

FOR

AND CHOOSE

suggestion of how it might look.

1.

IDEAS

33

p53, Y1 lesson 3 p56

Session twelve

References

Personal Emergencies

In this booklet I’ve put lots of ideas together but they are by no

L.O.s

search to pull together ideas from a variety of sources that I



I know that it’s ok to say no to an adult if I feel unsafe

means all ‘my’ ideas! I’ve just done a lot of reading and rehope will make for a really useful teaching resource for us all.

We all have the right to feel
safe all of the time

Some useful links and references:

We can talk about ANYTHING with someone, even if
it feels awful or small

http://familiesfeelingsafe.co.uk/ (Fiona’s organisation)
https://www.safety-net.org.uk/

http://www.pbpeople.org.uk/

KEY

LEARNING

&

NOTES

If it’s an emergency children need to know that it is ok to break the rules
e.g.

http://www.safe4kids.com.au/ (Holly-Ann Martin’s organisation—they also have a Facebook page)
http://www.safe4kids.org.uk/ (note – not the same organisation




get our attention straight away
tell a white lie, interrupt



say No

Brighton and Hove’s ‘Feeling Good, feeling safe: a whole school



break a secret



tell tales.

approach to keeping children safe’ developed with Safetynet.

as above!)

The Parent’s Helping Hand Book, by Holly-ann Martin
They should know it’s ok to say no to anyone including adults if they are
getting their EWS, does something unsafe or touches their private parts.

Teaching Protective Behaviours to Young Children, First Steps to
Safety programme, by Carolyn Gelenter, Nadine Prescott and
Belinda Riley
Helping vulnerable Children and Adolescents to Stay Safe,
creative ideas and activities for building Protective Behaviours,

by Katie Wrench
(I have the above books if anyone would like to read them)
32
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Session One

ACTIVITY

–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK

FOR

AND CHOOSE

Introduction to Theme 1
L.O.s

IDEAS



I know why we are doing these sessions



I know that I have the right to feel safe



I know I have rights and responsibilities

We all have the right to feel safe all of the time



Look at a list of secrets and try sorting
them into ones you should or shouldn’t
keep. Which are good? Bad?



Add own examples with the children.



Explain the difference.



If they get their EWS that would be an-



YOUNGER PUPILS/

EYFS

Use the terminology of
good and bad secrets.



Scenarios—Is it Okay?
Should you tell a grown
up? See Brighton resources Y2 Lesson 4 p75

other clue that it is a bad secret.



Teach children that they must never
keep bad secrets. They must tell someone.

KEY

LEARNING

&

NOTES

Introduce theme 1 and look at key ideas of ‘rights’ and ‘responsibilities’

Examples to sort could include: Where a present is hidden/ you saw someone steel something/ what you made for you Dad for his
birthday/ someone is hurting you/ your sister

We all have the right to feel safe and therefore we also have a responsibility to choose behaviours that respect other people’s right to feel safe.

has a secret friend on the Internet/ someone
tried to touch your private parts/ your
Grandma’s surprise birthday party



Some people may use different ways to
Discuss these words with children: trick,

in words and pictures. These can be summarised as: Cared for, Protected, to Participate, Freedom of expression, Education and Play, Survival

threat, bribe, blackmail, lies, guilt,
shame, conning. Check that children

and development, Rehabilitation and Care

understand what these words mean



Use resources from Brighton resource
pack: Y4 Lesson 3 p62; Y5 lesson 3 p65.

THEME REINFORCEMENT: The two themes need to
be reinforced constantly for them to be really
useful – display them and say them often.

6

watch it being read here: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?

Other books:

try to make you keep a bad secret.

Picture book or slides by Unicef – ‘For Every Child, the rights of the child

With every right comes a responsibility

kept’ by Jayneen Saunders
about sexual abuse. You can

v=4YjJ1MreZqs

Remember this is just an initial introduction – they don’t need to go
away with full understanding of the theme at this point!

All ages (3-12) Look at the book
‘some Secrets Should never be

31

Do you have a secret? By Jennifer Moore-Mallinos
‘I said No—a kid to kid guide to
keeping private parts private’

Session eleven*

ACTIVITY



–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK

FOR

AND CHOOSE

Secrets
L.O.s

IDEAS

What are we doing?


I know the difference between good and bad secrets




EYFS

Group activity using a doll

Introduce the PBs sessions and reasons

or puppet to explore look-

for doing them.

ing after/ caring and

Make group agreements for these ses-

keeping them safe.

sions together.

We all have the right to feel safe all of the time



Role play area set up with
focus on caring (hospital/
home with baby dolls/ zoo/

Introduce Theme 1:

We can talk about ANYTHING
with someone, even if it feels awful
or small

YOUNGER PUPILS/



Read/say theme 1 aloud



Say it using sign language.



Display it



Discuss the theme and the words in it

vets)



During CIL adults to model
the PBs talk using key
words: protect, look after,

KEY

LEARNING

&

NOTES

Rights:


*A taught session for older children, but could just be a concept to talk
about with younger children during your interactions with them

safe, play, care.
Create a poster with the words from the
theme



Secrets

you do yourself? What

the Child

jobs do you have to do at
home and at school? ‘It’s



Do you think all children experi-



surprise. A bad secret will make somebody feel unsafe and they will be

they don’t have those rights?







school and at home?



When rights clash: “I’ve got a right to
eat food so I’m going to take yours!” Is
that ok? Is it fair? Why?



teeth/ doing up their coat/
putting away their toys)

Create a poster to illustrate a right

What responsibilities do you have at

Match rights with responsibilities

7

photo

cards of children’s responsibilities (e.g. cleaning own

How might the children feel if

Responsibilities:

30

my job to…’. Use

ence these rights?

usually only kept for a short period of time. It might be referred to as a

Group activity: What can

Look at UN convention on The Rights of

A good secret will make somebody happy when it’s revealed, and it’s

told they must never tell or that the secret must be kept for a lifetime.



Use opportunities of children falling out to use the
PBs language

Session two

Feelings
L.O.s

ACTIVITY

IDEAS

–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK

FOR

AND CHOOSE

We all have the right to feel safe all of the time



I can name lots of different feelings



I understand that there are no right or wrong feelings.



I know how to recognise how I’m feeling



I know that we show our feelings in different ways



I know it can be hard to talk about feelings



I understand that my feelings and my thoughts can make



work through some situations where
they could be applied. If they get a
‘no’ to any question they need to stop
and problem solve. Brainstorm different
solutions to problems.



Talk about using the 3 safety questions
when online.—keep the questions displayed near the computers or whenever using the Internet.



my body change

KEY

Teach the three safety questions and

Testing it out – How could someone feel
safe even if… Circle time discussion or
group activity using the PBs ‘even if

LEARNING

&

‘cards e.g. How could someone keep
themselves feeling safe even if… they

NOTES

heard a strange noise at night/ they
were being hurt/ they were sick in the

Feelings are feelings. They just come. There aren’t right or wrong feelings.
You may want to run several sessions on feelings as there is lots to cover

here (or teach one quick lesson now and return to feelings later in the
term)

night/someone sent them a text they
didn’t like?



Teach children that if they think they

are unsafe it is okay to lie or break normal social rules to get themselves safe
again e.g. to lie With older children talk

This session is to help children extend their feelings vocabulary, learn to

recognise their own feelings and how people show their feelings. They
learn that we can’t choose our feelings, they just come. They can also
learn that feelings may be hidden.

about having special signals to let
someone know that they don’t feel
safe.

‘Yes’/’Happy’ feelings and ‘No’/ unhappy feelings can be used as
headings to group feelings. Try to include talking about feeling ‘safe’.
ONE-STEP-REMOVED: use ‘one-step removed’ strategy when looking at
scenarios e.g. someone might feel...when...

8

29



YOUNGER PUPILS/

EYFS

Focus on identifying feelings and naming them.

Session ten*

ACTIVITY

IDEAS

–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK

FOR

AND CHOOSE

The Three Safety Questions



L.O.s





I know what the three safety questions are



I know how to use them to help me decide what to do

We all have the right to feel safe all of the time

I feel happy/pleased/like it when… Did
everyone have the same ideas? Why is that?
Generate feelings wall/ use Bears cards/
SEAL photo cards – assess how many feelings
children know. For older children—shades of
feelings e.g. from annoyed to furious.



What feelings are easy to see? Are some
easier to show than others? Are there feelings
words here that you’ve not heard of before?
What might happen if someone didn’t realise
how you were feeling?

KEY

LEARNING

&

NOTES

*A taught session for older children, but could just be a concept to talk
about with younger children.



Someone might feel really unhappy/
angry/not like it when when..



Draw feelings faces, act out different feelings (walk across the circle being…)

The Three safety questions

1.

Do I get a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ feeling?

2.

Does an adult I live with know where I am?

3.

Can I get help if I need it?



Read feelings poems e.g. ‘I’m in a mood
today’ Poems about Feelings by John Foster.
‘Poems about Feelings’ Hodder Wayland ( or
search on poetry archive)



Use feelings fans from SEAL reources



Feelings bingo



Safe place exercise—imagine a place
where you feel really safe, somewhere you like
to be. What can you see? Hear? Feel? Smell?



UKS2: How can stereotypes stop us from
showing our feelings and keeping ourselves
safe?

28
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EYFS



Model language of feelings. Make sure feelings
are acknowledged.



Pictures of feelings displayed in the classroom.



Check-in with children at
start of sessions to see how
they are feeling (they
could say their feeling or
could find a bear card to
represent it or put their
name card by the face
that shows how they are
feeling at registration time)



Look at How I feel. Baby
Einstein.



Sort feelings (words or pics) – happy ‘yes’
feelings and sad ‘no’ feelings. For KS1 use the
terms ‘happy and ‘sad’ feelings. Sort pictures
of feelings under a cloud or a sunshine.

YOUNGER PUPILS/

Session two

We all have the right to feel safe all of the time

ACTIVITY

–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK

FOR

AND CHOOSE

Feelings continued —



Generate ideas together of times when



I understand that there are no right or wrong feelings.



I know how to recognise how I’m feeling



I know that we show our feelings in different ways



I know it can be hard to talk about feelings

card or create one together e.g.
1.
Choose one of your network



I understand that my feelings and my thoughts can make

2.

Say ‘excuse me, I need your help

3.

please. It’s about feeling safe.’
Tell them what has happened

4.

If they cannot help you, tell an-

about something that happened at
home)



How can you ask for help? (Or use onstep-removed instead—’how could ‘X’
ask for help?’) Give children a prompt

people

my body change

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR FEELINGS AIMED AT KS1
Showing feelings, hiding feelings


How do we show our feelings?



Play games naming and showing feelings in our faces and bodies.

Hiding feelings:

other network person.



Role-play practising asking for help using the scenarios.



What if we ask someone to help and
they don’t for some reason? What



Read ‘Not Now Bernard’ or watch on youtube.



How did Bernard feel when no-one would listen to him?



What happened when he didn’t talk about his feelings?



Was he really eaten by the monster or do you think he turned into
a monster?



Emphasise that Bernard didn’t talk about how he felt about not
being listened to and so he felt angry and turned into a monster.

10



Huge Bag of Worries by /
Virginia Ironside is a great
resource—we have the big
book in school as well as
small copies. Also see
Brighton resources for Y1
for ideas on using this text
see p72.

names all the time/ you feel worried

I can name lots of different feelings

could we do?



Teach chn to TRY, TRY and TRY again
until they feel their EWS subside.



Role play activity of going to several
people to tell them about EWS.

27

EYFS

Read stories where a character is worried and reinforce the message ‘If you
have a worry (uh-oh feeling) - tell someone!’

school/ someone keeps calling you



YOUNGER PUPILS/



children might feel unsafe and need
help. (e.g. you feel scared walking to

an extra session for KS1 based on ‘Not Now Bernard’
L.O.s

IDEAS

Other books:

Silly Billy, by Anthony
Browne

Getting out of a stress mess
by Michaelene Mundy.

Session nine



Asking for help and being persistent

Can you think about a time you couldn’t talk about your feelings? What did you do?



We need to talk about our feelings to help us feel better.

L.O.s



I know how to ask ‘my people network’ for help if I feel unsafe



I I know I can talk with someone about anything.



I know that if I get my EWS/uh oh feelings, I must keep telling

My body, thoughts and feelings all go together


Look at pic of when Bernard turns into a monster. What happened to Bernard’s body when he turned into a monster?



Look at a pic of someone smiling. How do you think they are
feeling? How do you know?



Look at pic of someone looking very sad. How do you think
they are feeling? How do you know?



Emphasise that we can sometimes see how people feel by the
look on the faces and sometimes their bodies too.



Look at a pic of children calling someone names. Discuss. How
might they be feeling? How do you know? What are their bodies doing to give us clues?



Children could walk across the circle to show different feelings
using their faces and bodies.

an adult I trust until I feel safe again

We can talk about ANYTHING with
someone, even if it feels awful or small
KEY

LEARNING

&

NOTES

Being persistent is one of the PBs seven strategies. The children need to
be taught ‘If I get my early warning signs I must keep telling an adult I
trust until I feel safe again’ For young children ‘If you have a worry—tell
someone!’
Use this session to double check that the people chosen on the children’s networks do have the right qualities to be there. You could create SC together to help the children self-assess. Be cautious about using

any peer assessment here as the children may want to keep their networks private, particularly from their peers, and this should be respected.

Not Now Bernard by David McKee
26
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Session three

ACTIVITY



I know that there are different kinds of scared feelings



I know that sometimes it’s ok or fun to feel scared



I understand the difference between feeling scared and feel-

I know that we all have the right to feel safe all of the time.

ful, small?



&

My people network: Who could you
turn to for help if you weren’t feeling
safe?



Draw around your hand and identify
people on your network. We can help
make this a really useful network by

We all have the right to feel safe all of the time
LEARNING

Read Theme 2 out loud. Make sure it’s
out words to talk about – what does it
mean by: talk, someone, anything, aw-

ing safe.

KEY

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK

displayed. Check understanding. Pick





–

AND CHOOSE

The Safety Continuum
L.O.s

IDEAS

helping children to consider:



NOTES

est, objective, has time, will listen,
will believe them, accessible, will

This session is about feelings and the safety continuum—a continuum

take action if necessary..)

between feeling safe at one end to feeling unsafe at the other.

Safe




Feeling Safe, fun to feel scared, risking on purpose, Feeling Unsafe



You could do this activity first and help
children sort qualities into Good (for

When we are feeling safe and have CHOICE, CONTROL and a TIME

Also think about when it is not good/ok to risk on purpose. Consid-

er What might be the possible effects of my actions? What could I
do if? Am I observing my responsibility to other people’s safety?
12

How to contact? (phone, visit,
write..).

Choice + Control + Time Limit = safety

comfortable or worried but we chose to do something anyway.

Who? (teacher, family, friend,
relative, doctor, help line)

There are no right or wrong feelings, just different feelings for different people.

tions where it is good/ok to ‘risk on purpose’ – when you feel un-

How do we know? (previous experience, instinct, reputation),

Unsafe

LIMIT it’s ok to take risks. For older children think more about situa-

What qualities? (trustworthy, hon-

helping me) Not Good (for helping me)



Let any adults in school who’ve been
named on the network know and encourage them to come to see the children’s work or tell them when they’ve
achieved a certificate or similar. This
will help keep lines of communication
open.

25

FOR

YOUNGER PUPILS/

EYFS

Young children could help make
hands that show ‘people who
help me’. Initially they could
make a hand to show their family
and this could be extended to
include people at school as part
of learning about all the adults at
school and finally to other services who help people (fire brigade, ambulance service, Doctors etc)
This work could include:

brining in pictures of important people to them—
make a display in their
group/home areas.

Name games to ensure
children know names of all
adults in their class and
their peers. This is really
important so do check and
don’t assume that they
know them.

Invite the Headteacher to
come and visit your class
and play together/ show
her around/ come for
snack etc.

Visit the Office to meet the
adults who work there.

Invite visits from key helping
services e.g. firebrigade.

Session eight

ACTIVITY

Safe place exercise (imagining a safe
place and related feelings it gives us.
Children could draw their safe place)



I know what ‘my people network’ means



‘I can feel safe, calm and relaxed
when…’ (PB’s prompt sheet could be
used from FFS resources)



I know that
I understand
I can talk the
about
difference
anythingbetween
with someone
feeling scared and feel

Place the safety continuum words up
around the classroom in order (These
could be coloured green, yellow, orange, red). Suggest different scenarios
and children to stand by the feeling
they would have (e.g. going on a fairground ride, lying in bed, starting a new
club, going to the dentist, people
fighting on the playground, people calling me names)

We can talk about ANYTHING
with someone, even if it feels
awful or small
LEARNING

&

NOTES

Our personal ‘network’ includes the people we feel comfortable or safe
to talk with, who have the qualities we need.



Networks need to be reviewed regularly.


PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK



I know who to go for help if I don’t feel safe

KEY

–

FOR

AND CHOOSE

Theme 2 & My People Network
L.O.s 

IDEAS

In this session you can help children to begin to think about who is
on their network—we usually do this using an outline of a hand. It



What do you like doing that feels exciting and may feel a little scary too?
What if you didn’t like it any more, what
could you do?



How could we help someone to stay
safe even if…?

will need to be revisited though and it’s important to check that all

children have successfully managed to identify a network of
adults. Generally encourage children to think about it using the
following:


Thumb – people at home, who we live with



Fingers – people outside of home e.g. school, at work, clubs,

Place scenarios on two scales – How
safe am I? (from very safe to really unsafe) How do I feel? (Little bit scared
but fun to frightened and not fun) See
p69-74 of First Steps to safety programme.

YOUNGER PUPILS/

EYFS



Use puppets to show a situation where the puppet
uses ‘No!’ when they want
something to stop (e.g.
both characters are playing a game, they both enjoy it at first but then one
starts to stop enjoying it.)
The children can have
turns at doing puppet
shows.



When children are playing
use some of the safety
continuum language to
commentate to help them
recognise times that they
are risking on purpose or
feeling unsafe etc. “you
took a big risk there…”
“remember you can stop
when you want to”



Set up games that involve
risk taking/ fun to feel
scared (e.g. chasing
games – make sure there
are safe spaces)



Prompt children to think:
How safe am I? How do I
feel? E.g. I feel scared, but I
am safe.



relatives…

Think about the learning



Palm of the hand – pets, objects, diary…..

environment. Does it allow



Up the sleeve – emergency services, helplines, online sup-

children to take risks?

port……

24
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Session Four

ACTIVITY

–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK

FOR

AND CHOOSE

My Early Warning Signs
L.O.s

IDEAS



I know what my body does when it feels unsafe



I know what my ‘early warning signs’ are



I know it’s not okay to feel unsafe and we all have the right



Do children know what their personal

that the space around them belongs to
them – their personal space. They have

the words ‘My space’.



different and so some people need
more ‘my space’ than others.

KEY

LEARNING

&

space and teach children
to do the same with one
another.

When things are not safe for us our body automatically tells us; for example our heart beats faster and our tummy feels funny. These are our EWS
These could be because we’re doing something that is scary but fun, or
own good) or could also be that the fear feels out of control – this is our

buttons.

wouldn’t normally do – not to worry about what others will do or think.

Children should practise saying no and

feeling ok with that. Read ‘No means
no’ by Jayneen Saunders.

(telling a white lie, shouting, running, telling someone on their network
etc) – see session 9.
N.B. children who have experienced trauma may find it very difficult to
identify and recognise their EWS.
If children find it hard to identify EWS you could do some activities to

help them notice some physiological EWS e.g. balancing on a beam,
crossing the room blindfolded, watch a jack-in-the-box, burst a balloon)

14

Encourage children to be

them how to)

a parent asks for a cuddle, a teacher





space. Model where permission needs
to be asked and where children can

asks if they want help to do up their

less important that feeling safe. They may need to do things that they

in place where children
need intimate support.

assertive and defend their
personal space (model to

because we’ve chosen to do it (e.g. go to the dentist which is for our
personal emergency (in these situations all social norms and niceties are

Have personal care plans

and act out scenarios where someone
wants to come into that personal

say no in a polite way. E.g. a dentist
asks if he/she can examine their teeth,

and we could call them our ‘uh oh’ feelings.



Use hoops on the floor to represent personal space. Ask a child to stand in it

NOTES

Always ask permission to
step into a child’s personal

children to recognise that everyone is



Use the terminology of
‘personal space’ with the
children. You could use

want a kiss or a cuddle. Encouage

We all have the
right to feel safe all
of the time

EYFS

space is? Explain that they are the
most important person in their lives and

the right to defend it. They need to
give permission for someone to come
into it (e.g. to kiss, cuddle) It’s ok not to

to feel safe.



YOUNGER PUPILS/
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See Brighton lesson plans
YR lesson 3 p.53—good on
assertiveness and saying

No.

Session seven*

ACTIVITY

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK

Identifying EWS





I know that the space around me belongs to me



I know that I must give permission for someone to come into



–

give them signals – heart, stomach,
hands, face)

We all have the right to feel safe
all of the time



Red Riding Hood.


LEARNING

&

Read ‘The Huge Bag of Worries’ by Virginia Ironside

NOTES



er children

Look at videos of animals and how they
react when they perceive they are in
danger.

This session teaches children about boundaries. It can be thought of as
a flexible bubble that surrounds us and contracts or expands depending
on the situation or people we’re with. There are zones within this
‘bubble’ in which different kinds of interaction take place and there are
different rules. You might just focus on the concept of ‘personal space’
at first and come back to the different zones later.

Telling vs telling tales:
Depending on your class you could do a little

bit here on when to tell (if you have your EWS
then you always should) Telling to get someone in trouble could be called ‘dobbing’



social—public
Or for younger children: Private space/’My space’—close hug—far

someone kicked your friend?/someone
accidently pushed you over when you

away hug—handshake—wave—stranger space

SEAL has some good assertiveness resources that you could use to supplement this work.

22

Would you tell an adult if:
Someone dropped their pencil?/ your
friend threw their lunch in the bin?/

The zones (also called Social distance circles): Intimate—personal—

The Katie Wrench book gives good detail on this area.

Use language of ‘Uh oh
feelings’



Read books about feelings
and feeling worried e.g.

Ask children to identify when characters
in stories might be feeling their EWS e.g.

We can talk about ANYTHING with
someone, even if it feels awful or small

*A taught session for older children, but could just be a concept to talk about with young-



groups). How does your body tell you

I know that I can say ‘no’

were playing tag?/ if an adult you didn’t know asked you to keep a secret?



‘If I get my early warning signs I must
keep telling an adult I trust until I feel
safe again’

15

EYFS

Read and role play stories
– Red Riding Hood, Gingerbread man, Hansel and
Gretel are all good ones.
Stop the story to identify
when the characters get
their EWS. What could they
do? Re-tell the tales now
that a main character has
listened to their EWS.

be on small ones or one large one in

when you aren’t feeing safe? (prompt
children to think about body parts that

YOUNGER PUPILS/



Draw EWS onto a body outline (could

my personal space

KEY

FOR

AND CHOOSE

Social distance and personal space
L.O.s

IDEAS



Scaredy Squirrel by
Melanie White



We’re going on a
bear hunt



The Owl who was
afraid of the dark

Session five (younger children)

ACTIVITY

IDEAS

–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK AND

Behaviour Choices



Get children’s initial thoughts about what
public and private mean.

L.O.s



Create lists of public and private:



I know that I can make a choice about how I behave



I understand that every choice has a consequence

We all have the right to feel safe all of the time


KEY

LEARNING

&

NOTES

Feelings are feelings; behaviour is a choice

FOR

CHOOSE



Places/ rooms



Clothes



Behaviours



Body parts

Discuss what makes a room private – e.g.
shutting the door. They are private because we practise private behaviours there
when we’re on our own. It’s only private
when you are in it alone.



YOUNGER PUPILS/

EYFS

For younger children
you might want a
whole lesson just on
body parts – ensuring
that children can all
name their body
parts with proper vocabulary and can
name their private
parts (bottom,
mouth, vagina, penis,
breasts)

See First Steps to Safety p1725

(Remind children here that the Internet is a public
space even if you use it on your own in a room
with the door closed)
Books:
No Means No or Some Secrets Should never be

Kept, both by Jayneen Saunders ‘I said No—a kid
to kid guide to keeping private parts private’

We can control our feelings, thoughts and behaviours. When
something happens we have a mixture of feelings and thoughts
and reactions. We can help children to act more ‘intentionally’
rather than on ‘autopilot’ and therefore make better choices
by recognising their feelings and thoughts and then to think
through their options before they decide how to act. It’s important that all three things are involved.

Strangers
This is also a good time to talk about what the word strangers means—someone
they don’t know. You can’t tell by looking at them whether they are safe or unsafe. In an emergency a stranger might be able to help. There is no need to be
scared of all strangers, but to be wary is a good thing. If you had an emergency
when you were out what signals might you use to work out who to approach?
(someone wearing a badge/ a woman with a pram or children)
Teach children ‘Stranger rules’

Feelings, thoughts and behaviours are all linked and one effects
the other. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ngr2kG48Xvw

With older children – talk about strangers on the Internet and reinforce this continually during use of the Internet in other lessons.
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Session six

ACTIVITY



I can name all of my body parts and say which ones are private.
I understand the difference between public and private.



I know what a stranger is.



–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK

FOR

AND CHOOSE

Public and private
L.O.s

IDEAS



What would you do?
Work through some behaviour choice
scenarios and prompt children to think
about feelings, thoughts and choices
involved. e.g. show a picture or get
children to create a tableau of a child
running into the road to fetch a ball/
girls whispering behind someone’s
back/ someone being hurt. (could use
SEAL picture cards)



What is he/she doing?



What is he/she thinking?



Is he/she safe?



What could he/she do (instead)?

We all have the right to feel safe all of the time
We can talk about ANYTHING with
someone, even if it feels awful or small
KEY

LEARNING

&

NOTES

Public means there are other people around. Private means just for you.
Private body parts means those parts covered by swimming clothes and
also includes your mouth. Talking about public and private as general
concepts can make it less awkward than doing a one-off lesson about
body parts. Ensure children clearly understand that no one can touch
their private parts but them. If it is necessary for someone e.g. doctor/
dentist/parent to examine their private body parts those people must
ask permission first and have an explanation for why it is necessary. For
older children (UKS2) look at ‘safe’ and ‘unsafe’ touch.
NB the Internet is a public space even if you’re using it from a private
space
Stranger rules:


Never leave a shop with a stranger




Never take money from a stranger
Never, ever get into a car with a stranger no matter what they
might say or promise (even if he/she says they’ve had instructions
from your parents)

20
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YOUNGER PUPILS/

EYFS



(One-step-removed): Role
play scenario/ look at pictures/ use puppets: What
are they feeling? Thinking?
Doing? What else could
they do instead? Ask children to suggest what they
could do. Use situations
that have arisen in the
class setting (e.g. trouble
sharing toys, being too
rough etc)



In play – ask children What
are you feeling? What do
you think? What could you
do now? What else could
you do?



Read books about behaviour e.g. Hands are not for
Hitting’‘Words are not for
Hurting’‘Teeth are not for
biting’‘Feet are not for
kicking’

Session five (older children)

ACTIVITY

IDEAS

–

PLEASE TWEAK AND ADAPT , PICK AND CHOOSE

Behaviour Choices



Teach children the saying ‘feelings are feelings; behaviour is a
choice’ (with an effect)

L.O.s



Discuss (e.g. it’s ok to feel upset/angry/scared… but that doesn’t mean
it’s ok to hurt others/shout at someone/be rude etc)



Use scenarios (one step removed) to try and unpick a dilemma/situation
by using Feelings – thoughts- behaviour model:



I know that I can make a choice about how I behave



I understand that every choice has a consequence



I can use the Stop-Feel-Think-Do strategy

We all have the right to feel safe all of the time

KEY

LEARNING

&

NOTES

(see notes on previous page too)
‘Feelings are feelings, behaviour is a choice’ (with an effect)

Situation: e.g. Anna’s sister drew over her painting
Feelings &
thoughts

Thinking

e.g.
sad, upset,
distraught,
mad…

Shout at her

My sister
doesn’t like
me

Tell her it’s made
me sad

Choices

Rip up own picture

Behaviour
Effects/ consequences
She’ll be upset
I’ll be in trouble
My picture will still be
ruined
I might feel better at
first and then worse.

Chosen action

Start my picture
again
See if we can
turn it into something else

Teach children to STOP – FEEL – THINK– DO
(Feelings, thoughts, behaviour need to be balanced. Acknowledge
feelings first, then consider options)


Try to include a scenario that you know can be a problem in your class,

but also think of scenarios that might affect quieter members of the class.



For Y4-6 include work scenarios involving dares and peer pressure here
and ensure children know and understand these terms.


One-step-removed: means discussing situations about other people not
yourself e.g. tell a story about fictional characters - ask questions about
what those characters could do (rather than asking what would you
do?)
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For children who struggle with anger, teach them the three anger rules:
you must not hurt other people, property or yourself. These children
could use the model above on a 1:1 basis, but it will still work best if it is
done using a one-step-removed approach.
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